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Abstract

Machine-learning frameworks in Python, such as scikit-learn, Keras, Spark, or Pyro, use embedded domain specific languages (EDSLs) to assemble a computational graph. Unfortunately, these EDSLs make heavy use of strings as names for computational graph nodes and other entities, leading to repetitive and hard-to-maintain code that does not benefit from standard Python tooling. This paper proposes eliminating strings where possible, reusing Python variable names instead. We demonstrate this on two examples from opposite ends of the design space: Keras.na, a light-weight wrapper around the Keras library, and Yaps, a new embedding of Stan into Python. Our techniques do not require modifications to the underlying library. Avoiding strings removes redundancy, simplifies maintenance, and enables Python tooling to better reason about the code and assist users.
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1 Introduction

Many machine-learning (ML) frameworks use Python, both because of its well-designed language features and for interoperability with other Python libraries. Most machine-learning frameworks in Python use lazy evaluation: they first build a computational graph, which they evaluate only later on training or test datasets. There are good reasons for this lazy-evaluation approach: it means the same computational graph can be used to both train and predict; it simplifies shifting some of the computation to GPUs or to clusters of multiple computers; it helps save a model for later use; and the framework can interpret or rewrite the computational graph for automatic differentiation, back-propagation, optimization, or Monte-Carlo sampling.

Since the lazy-evaluation approach makes ML frameworks look and feel like languages, they are often referred to as embedded domain specific languages (EDSLs) [15]. Most ML frameworks provide a way to attach strings to specific nodes in the computational graph, so they can be referenced either from elsewhere in the code (e.g., to set a hyperparameter) or from summaries or visualizations (e.g., to help users debug their code). Consider the following Keras [9] code snippet:

```python
output = Dense(N_LABELS, activation='softmax', name='output')(dropped2)
```

We immediately notice one problem: the code stutters due to spurious repetition of the word output. But there are also deeper issues. When a framework attaches strings, users will want error-checking for how those strings are being used; they will want a scoping facility; they will want their editor to support navigation, code completion, refactoring, etc.; and they will want to see the strings in summaries or visualizations. This causes either extra framework implementation effort or simply missing features. While this example happens to be in Keras, Section 2 gives several other examples.

Since implementing all of the above-mentioned name-related features for a machine-learning framework is difficult, it would be nice if the host language Python could help somehow. Besides highlighting the problem, the above example also hints at a possible solution. Python already has a well-designed naming facility for variable names. The framework should be able to pick up the name output from:

```python
output = Dense(N_LABELS, activation='softmax')
```

This requires name reflection, a way for the framework to obtain variable names to attach to the computational graph. Fortunately, name reflection turns out to be easy to implement in Python. So this leaves us with two ways to design EDSLs: strings attached or names attached. We advocate following the Zen of Python: “There should be one — and preferably
only one – obvious way to do it.” When it comes to Python EDSLs, strings are a code smell, and the obvious way to go is to keep source variable names attached. Ideally, the other string in this code, `softmax`, should also be replaced by a name, perhaps using an enum.

We illustrate how to avoid attached strings with two examples, one lightweight wrapper around an existing library and one new from-scratch EDSL design and implementation. For the first example, we picked Keras, a deep learning framework that is popular for its ease-of-use [9]. Our lightweight wrapper, Keras.na (Keras retrofitted to keep names attached), improves programmability, visualization, and error reporting for Keras. A similar approach could improve assorted other existing machine-learning frameworks. For the second example, we picked Stan, a popular probabilistic programming language (PPL) that lets users express probabilistic models and train them with Monte-Carlo sampling, among other techniques [8]. There are existing libraries PyStan [8] and PyCmdStan [16] that use Stan syntax in Python strings or loaded from files. In contrast, our new EDSL, Yaps (Yet Another Pythonic Stan), reinterprets Python syntax with Stan semantics. We have open-sourced Yaps at https://github.com/ibm/yaps and put a description of Yaps on arXiv [2]. Besides avoiding attached strings, Yaps also prevents the host and guest language from leaking into each other, thus providing watertight abstractions for probabilistic programming in Python.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- Making the case that strings attached are trouble and names attached are a simple but effective remedy.
- Keras.na, a thin layer over the Keras deep-learning library using name reflection to keep names attached.
- Yaps, a new front-end for the Stan probabilistic programming language using reinterpreted Python.

We demonstrate both Keras.na and Yaps with screen-shots that show reduced stuttering in the code, better visualization, and better error reporting. We successfully test the Yaps compiler on 1,282 Stan programs. We hope that this paper influences EDSL designers to use our techniques for machine learning with no strings attached.

2 Strings Considered Harmful
This section makes the case for having no strings attached in Python-based machine learning frameworks. Unfortunately, there is no dearth of examples to draw from for frameworks with strings attached and their pitfalls. The issue occurs in both traditional machine learning (e.g., with scikit-learn [7]) and in deep learning (e.g., with Keras [9]). It is not limited to the core modeling stage of machine learning, but also manifests in data preparation (e.g., with Spark SQL [1]). And it also occurs in exciting new frameworks that combine deep learning with probabilistic programming (e.g., with Pyro [3]).

Figure 1. Example scikit-learn pipeline with strings attached, adapted from the official documentation at http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.pipeline.Pipeline.html

```
1 filter = SelectKBest(f_regression, k=5)
2 clf = svm.SVC(kernel='linear')
3 anv_svm = Pipeline([('anv', filter), ('svc', clf)])
4 anv_svm.set_params(anv__k=10, svc__C=.1).fit(X, y)
```

This section uses idiomatic code examples in each of these frameworks to illustrate that strings are both pervasive and harmful. However, we do not want readers to come away with a negative impression. Each of the frameworks is widely-adopted, which is testament for its usability. We believe these frameworks are already great, and want to point out simple constructive changes to make them even better.

2.1 Strings in Scikit-Learn
The popular scikit-learn library is a comprehensive collection of off-the-shelf machine learning models [7]. Its `pipeline` module lets users compose ML models into a bigger computational graph. Figure 1 shows an idiomatic example.

Line 1 instantiates a feature-selector model and assigns it to the Python variable `filter`. It also sets two hyperparameters: `f_regression`, the statistical measure to use, and `k=5`, the number of features to select. Line 2 instantiates a support vector machine classifier and assigns it to Python variable `clf`. It also sets one hyperparameter, `kernel='linear'`. The `svm.SVC` class also has other hyperparameters, which have default values and are thus optional. At this point, both models, `filter` and `clf`, are trainable but not yet trained.

Line 3 creates a computational graph consisting of the two trainable models `filter` and `clf`, and assigns the entire graph to variable `anv_svm`. The graph is constructed with lazy evaluation: it is itself a trainable model, storing the hyperparameter configuration and the graph topology, but not yet trained on a dataset. In programming-languages terminology, this code uses point-free style, since rather than introducing intermediate variables for intermediate results (points), it defines the function composition `filter ◦ clf`. Line 3 explicitly attaches strings to the graph nodes, so they can be referenced from elsewhere in the code. The code would be shorter and more consistent if it did not attach strings to nodes that already have names.

Line 4 changes the hyperparameters on some graph nodes, then calls `fit` to evaluate the entire computational graph, training its constituent models on dataset `x, y`. This code is literally taken from the official scikit-learn documentation modulo minor edits for space. Even though it would have been possible to set the hyperparameters earlier already, the example emulates the typical case where hyperparameters are adjusted later, for instance to search their valid ranges for good values. The code uses Python’s keywords parameters feature, along with a name mangling scheme that is
APA: a point-free style API akin to scikit-learn pipelines, and an API that lets users create layers one at a time and assign them to Python variables. Figure 2 shows an idiomatic example of the second API in a Jupyter notebook [17].

Cell [1] loads the MNIST dataset of handwritten digits via a small utility library we wrote to reduce boilerplate.

Cell [2] creates a computational graph using lazy evaluation. Each of Lines 5–10 instantiates a layer for a neural network with a call of the form

\[
\text{output\_tensor} = \text{Layer}(\text{hyperparams})(\text{input\_tensor})
\]

At this point, each of the layers is trainable but not yet trained. Two of the calls explicitly attach strings ‘images’ and ‘output’ to graph nodes, so they can be referenced from elsewhere in the code. In both cases, the code is stuttering, with spurious repetition of the output tensor variable name in a string. Section 3 will show how to make this code shorter by using name reflection. Cell [2] Line 13 puts the entire computational graph into a deep learning model.

Cell [3] visualizes the computational graph in the notebook. The visualization shows each node as label: LayerType. For nodes with strings attached, the label is the string, while for nodes without strings attached, the label is based on a name mangling scheme, using an underscore to connect the layer type with a unique integer. To figure out which node in the visualization corresponds to which line in the source code, one has to count. The more obvious way would be to show Python variable names in the visualization.

Cell [4] shows a summary of the computational graph. It uses the same labels as the visualization but shows additional shape information. The None dimensions will be bound to the minibatch size later during training, and the Param # indicates the number of floating point numbers for weights and biases to be learned during training.

Cell [5] evaluates the computational graph, training its constituent layers on the MNIST dataset. Line 4 uses the strings ‘images’ and ‘output’ to reference the computational graph nodes with these strings attached. Using Python variables instead of strings would enable existing Python tooling to help with scoping, code navigation, auto-completion, and checking for name-related errors.

2.3 Strings in Spark

Both of the examples so far, from scikit-learn and from Keras, focused on the core modeling and training stage of machine learning. However, quoting Domingos [10]:

> Often, the raw data it not in a form that is amenable to learning, but you can construct features from it that are. This is typically where most of the effort in a machine learning project goes.

Spark is a framework for data processing at scale. Spark SQL can prepare raw data to make it digestible by a downstream Spark ML model [1]. Figure 3 shows an idiomatic example.

**Figure 2.** Example Keras model with strings attached.

specific to scikit-learn, using a double underscore to connect a graph node name with a hyperparameter name. This name mangling is not immediately obvious to novice users, can be brittle, and lacks support from development tooling.

2.2 Strings in Keras

Whereas scikit-learn is a library of classic machine learning models, Keras is a library of deep-learning layers [9]. Its main value is making it easy to compose layers into neural network architectures, i.e., computational graphs. Keras offers two
Lines 1 and 2 use lazy evaluation to instantiate computational graph nodes that will later load the data from files.

Lines 3–6 express a query in point-free style, where each line uses lazy evaluation to instantiate a separate computational graph node. The nodes correspond roughly to logical operators from relational algebra, except that classic relational algebra would fuse the `groupBy` and `agg` operators to avoid violating normal form with nested tables.

Line 3 uses `people.age > 30` as the filtering predicate. This predicate itself uses lazy evaluation: Spark SQL overloads the `>` operator to build a computational graph to be evaluated later one-at-a-time for each row of the input data. Line 4 performs an equi-join, this time using a predicate by overloading the `==` operator.

Line 5 instantiates a group-by node in the computational graph. It groups the data by two features, `name` and `gender`. Since both input tables, `people` and `department`, have a `name` feature, the code disambiguates it to `department.name`. On the other hand, the `gender` feature is unique, so the code can reference it with a string. This code is literally taken from the Spark Dataframe documentation modulo minor edits for completeness\(^1\). Using two different approaches to reference features is inconsistent and the string-based approach lacks source code editor support. Line 6 instantiates an aggregation node in the computational graph. This code refers to features by strings `"salary"` and `"age"`, and it also refers to aggregation functions by strings `"avg"` and `"max"`.

2.4 Strings in Pyro

Pyro is a Python-based framework for deep probabilistic programming [3]. With probabilistic programming, one can define a model, fit it to data, and then use the trained model not just for predictions but also to quantify the uncertainty or to generate new data [11]. Pyro combines probabilistic programming with deep learning, so the probabilistic models can incorporate neural networks, for instance, with weight uncertainty [5]. Figure 4 shows an idiomatic example.

Deep probabilistic models are usually trained with explicit variational guides for variational inference (VI) [4]. A guide is a family of probability distributions and VI finds a member of that family that minimizes the divergence from the correct distribution according to the training data. In Figure 4, `coin` defines the model and `guide` defines the guide.

\(^1\)https://spark.apache.org/docs/2.2.0/api/python/pyspark.sql.html#pyspark.sql.DataFrame
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Figure 3. Example Spark SQL program with strings attached.

Figure 4. Example Pyro model with strings attached.
the Keras.na code in Figure 5 uses variable names that the Python interpreter resolves to definitions from Cell [2].

```
(images: x_train), (output: y_train).
```

Getting this to work required modest additional implementation effort. In addition to wrapping Keras layers, wrap_layers also wraps the Keras Model class, overriding the `fit` method to remap the keys of the data dictionaries.

For backward compatibility, Keras.na uses the following heuristics to attach labels to computational graph nodes:

- If the user specifies an explicit name argument, use that. For example, the code
  ```python
  aux_output = Dense(10, name='output2')(input)
  ```
  instantiates a layer with the label output2.

- Otherwise, if the output is assigned to a variable with a unique name (first occurrence wins), use that. For example,
  ```python
  aux_output = Dense(10)(input)
  ```
  instantiates a layer with the label aux_output.

- Otherwise, fall back upon the Keras-built-in automatic name mangling. Especially legacy code might make that necessary for several reason, e.g., non-unique names:
  ```python
  h = Dense(10)(input)
  ```
  ```python
  h = Dense(10)(h)
  ```

Another reason is chaining multiple computational graph node creations in a single line of code:

```python
output = Dense(10)(Dense(30)(input))
```

Another reason is using the point-free API of Keras:

```python
model = Sequential([Dense(30), Dense(10)])
```

Finally, Keras even supports separating the layer instantiation from creating a computational graph node:

```python
d = Dense(30)
y1 = d(x1)
y2 = d(x2)
```

If backward compatibility is less important, one could disallow some of these cases with informative error messages.

To test whether Keras.na improves error messages, we created a model where we intentionally used a wrong tensor shape. Figure 6 shows what happens when we try to run that from a Jupyter notebook. Line 8 of the code assigns a computational graph node to Python variable `conv`. The Keras.na wrappers arrange for the node to be labeled `conv`. And the error message correctly mentions that variable name.

Figure 5. Example Keras.na model (cf. Figure 2).

Python traceback module returns a call trace including the source code of the call site, and the Python ast module can parse that source code to extract the variable name on the left-hand-side of the assignment. Putting Python variable names into the visualization and summary makes it easier for users to map them back to source code.

Cell [5] trains the model on the MNIST dataset. But whereas the corresponding classic Keras code in Figure 2 used strings to refer to computational graph nodes

```python
('images': x_train), ('output': y_train),
```

Figure 6. Example Keras.na model with names preserved in error message from built-in Keras error checking.
Section 2 argued that the problem of attached strings is pervasive in ML frameworks. While this section focused on Keras, name reflection is a general technique that could also be retrofitted to other frameworks discussed in Section 2.

4 Reinterpreted Python: Yaps

This section shows an EDSL designed from the start to keep strings attached. Our EDSL, Yaps, embeds the popular Stan language [8] for probabilistic programming into Python.

A probabilistic model is a mathematical model for explaining real-world observations as being generated from latent distributions [11]. Probabilistic models can be used for machine learning, and compared to alternative approaches, have the potential to make uncertainty more overt, require less labeled training data, and improve interpretability. The key abstractions for writing probabilistic models are sampling of latent variables and observations and inference of latent variables [12]. There are several stand-alone probabilistic programming languages, e.g., Stan [8]. To capitalize on Python’s familiarity and for interoperability with other ML frameworks, PyStan [8], PyCmdStan [16], and other efforts [3, 21, 23] embed probabilistic abstractions into Python.

In programming, a watertight abstraction provides a basis for coding or debugging without leaking information about lower-level abstractions that it builds upon. Unfortunately, probabilistic abstractions in Python offered by existing efforts [3, 21, 23] are not watertight. To code with those packages, one must also use lower-level packages such as NumPy, PyTorch, or TensorFlow. Furthermore, bugs such as tensor dimension mismatches often manifest at those lower levels and cannot be reasoned about at the probabilistic level alone.

4.1 Yaps Example

Figure 7 shows an example program in PyCmdStan [16], an existing Python interface from prior work for which our new Yaps language offers an alternative. Cell [1] imports the library. Cell [2] puts the Stan code as a multi-line string into a Python variable code. Line 3 declares one observed variable x, representing ten coin tosses, each either tails (0) or heads (1). Line 6 declares a latent variable theta for the unknown bias of the coin. Line 9 uses ~ to sample theta with the prior that any bias is equally likely. Lines 10–11 indicate that each of the coin tosses x[1] is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution with the same latent theta parameter.

Cell [3] Line 1 contains concrete observed coin flips. Line 2 calls inference, attaching the Python string ‘x’ to the observed data and passing the Stan code of the model to Stan to infer a joint posterior distribution. PyCmdStan creates a run object from which latent variables such as ‘theta’ can be extracted. Cell [4] Line 1 performs the extraction. Since the Stan code is a Python string, the extraction also uses a string to refer to posterior variables. Line 2 prints the results: the inferred posterior belief is that the coin is biased towards tails (the mean of theta is 0.254).

Figure 8 shows the same example program in Yaps. Cell [1] imports our yaps library. Cell [2] shows code in Python syntax that corresponds directly to the corresponding Stan code in Figure 7. Whereas Stan has explicit blocks, Yaps provides a more concise (but equally watertight) syntax inspired by SlicStan [13]. The @yaps.model decorator indicates that the following function, while being syntactically Python, should be semantically reinterpreted as Stan when the Python interpreter first encounters the function definition. Since the code is reinterpreted, its original Python interpretation is no longer available, and thus, does not leak abstractions. Line 2 declares coin as a probabilistic model with one observed variable x, using Python type syntax to encode the corresponding Stan type. Yaps attaches the name x, as well as other variable names in the model, to its intermediate representation. Line 3 declares the latent variable theta and establishes its prior. The loop in Lines 4–5 samples the observed coin tosses from a Bernoulli distribution.

Cell [3] Line 1 contains concrete observed coin flips. Instead of attaching a string, Line 2 associates the actual flips with the formal argument x of the coin model. This Python code invokes the Yaps compiler to translates the model to Stan code and the Stan compiler to compile it to C++ code, before training it on the training data. Yaps adds an attribute
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Figure 7. Example PyCmdStan model with strings attached.

Figure 8. Example Yaps code.
In [1]: import yaps
from yaps.lib import *
import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
import logging
logging.getLogger('pycmdstan.model').setLevel(logging.CRITICAL)

In [2]: @yaps.model
def coin(x: int[lower=0, upper=1]*10):
    theta: real[lower=0, upper=1] <- uniform(0, 1)
    for i in range(1,11):
        x[i] <- bernoulli(theta)

In [3]: flips = np.array([0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1])
coin_obs = coin(flips)
coin_obs.sample(data=coin_obs.data, random='seed=42')

In [4]: theta = coin_obs.posterior.theta
plt.hist(theta, bins=20)
print('mean of theta: {:.3f}'.format(theta.mean()))
mean of theta: 0.254

Figure 8. Example Yaps model (cf. Figure 7).

posterior with fields for latent variables such as theta. Therefore, Cell [4] can refer to theta by name instead of using a string. The inferred posterior belief is the same (modulo minor numerical differences) as in classic PyCmdStan.

To reinterpret Python syntax, we must first parse it, and once parsed, we can easily visualize its dependencies. Cell [6] visually renders the graphical model. A user study has demonstrated that this kind of graphical representation is helpful while writing probabilistic programs [14]. Of course, the nodes in our visualization have variable names attached. Cell [5] shows the Stan code generated by Yaps.

4.2 Yaps Design

The design of Yaps follows the principle “Stan-like for probabilistic features, Python-like for everything else”. It uses familiar Python syntax for non-probabilistic features such as for loops, type declarations, or function declarations. Stan-specific features are expressed with syntactically-valid Python that resembles the original syntax: <- for sampling and \( D.T[a,b] \) for truncated distribution.

Since observed variables are free during modeling but bound during inference, Yaps make them formal arguments of the model (Figure 8 Cell [2] Line 2) and actual arguments of the inference call (Cell [3] Line 2).

Writing our own embedded Python parser would have been cumbersome, but fortunately, the Python standard library modules inspect and ast solved that for us. Our decorator @yaps.model uses those modules to replace the Python function by an intermediate representation suitable for visualization, compilation to Stan, and inference. One difficulty was to implement a suitable syntax for sampling. We first tried \( \sim \), based on Python’s assignment, but that was insufficient, because the left-hand side of Stan’s sampling is more expressive than that of Python’s assignment. Hence we settled on \( \sim \) instead, which we substitute with \% is before parsing, since that does not occur in Stan and has a low precedence in Python.

Another difficulty was name resolution. Yaps identifiers refer to Stan types, functions, and distributions; for watertight abstractions, they should not be resolved to Python entities. The Python interpreter does not attempt to resolve names in Yaps function bodies, but it does in function signatures, such as def model2(N: int, y: real[N]). To prevent spurious error messages, Yaps provides stubs (e.g., int, real) and lets users to declare other names (e.g, N = yaps.dependent_type_var()).

Finally, building a robust interface between Python and the Stan compiler would also have been cumbersome, but fortunately, PyCmdStan solved that for us. The only difficulty was that PyCmdStan error messages refer to locations in generated Stan code. We implemented a reverse source location mapping and used that to make error messages refer to source locations in Yaps code instead.

4.3 Yaps Evaluation

We evaluated Yaps using two kinds of tests. First, we tested our compiler on many programs; and second, we tested whether Yaps yields good error messages.

To obtain many realistic programs to test our compiler on, we built a second compiler that goes in the opposite direction. In other words, for testing purposes, we implemented a helper compiler from Stan to Yaps, so we can then use our main compiler from Yaps to Stan to complete the round-trip. This enabled the following experiments:

- We extracted 61 examples from the official Stan manual. The round-trip test succeeded for all of them (100%).
- We tried the round-trip test on 721 programs from the Stan dev repository. It succeeded for 700 of them (97%). The failed tests used deprecated syntax.
In this paper, we advocate using name reflection instead of attached names to keep Stan models portable. We developed a Python EDSL (Yaps) that embeds Stan and constructs a computational graph using lazy evaluation. We compared Yaps to other popular Python EDSLs and found that Yaps is more watertight and easier to use.

We evaluated Yaps on 500 programs from the Stan examples repository. It succeeded for 411 of them (82%). Again, the failed tests used deprecated syntax.

To test whether the output of PyStan is the same as Stan code, we performed runtime tests as follows: we picked 13 Stan models with corresponding datasets and used our round-trip setup to generate Stan code through Yaps. We then compared the output of the inference run on the original Stan model code and the generated Stan model code. It matched for all 13 models.

To test whether Yaps improves error messages, we conducted two experiments. First, we intentionally misspelled a variable name and looked at the buggy program with popular Python tools. Figure 9 shows that the VSCode editor puts a red squiggly line under variable `theta` and PyLint explains that it is undefined. Similarly, a green squiggly line warns that variable `theta` is unused. If the code had used a string instead of a variable, VSCode and PyLint would not have been able to detect and explain these mistakes.

For the second error-message experiment, we again injected an undefined variable, then used Yaps and Stan to compile the code, see Figure 10. Stan finds the error in the compiled code, and Yaps intercepts the error message from the Stan compiler, mapping it back to the Python code. As usual in notebooks, the error message appears in cell output.

While this section focused on Stan, reinterpreted Python is a general technique. It could also be used to define other EDSLs embedded in Python that have watertight abstractions with no strings attached.

## 5 Related Work

As Section 2 illustrates, it is common for ML frameworks in Python to construct a computational graph via lazy evaluation. This means those frameworks have the flavor of embedded domain specific languages (EDSLs) [15]. In essence, these EDSLs support a form of staging: in a first stage, the host-language code builds a computational graph, and in a second stage, the guest-language interpreter evaluates that graph, for instance, to train an ML model. In contrast to most popular Python EDSLs that have strings attached, this paper advocates using name reflection to have no strings attached.

Of course, embedding a language that constructs a computational graph is possible with other host languages besides Python. For instance, lightweight modular staging is a disciplined way for accomplishing the same in Scala [19]. Some programming languages take the idea to its extreme; for instance, the Racket language from the Lisp/Scheme family can implement languages as libraries [22]. In contrast, this paper focuses on Python and on the issue of attached names.

Like our work, several other recent efforts also recognize the potential to reinterpret Python code by parsing it. Both Tangent and Myia build a computational graph from which they derive derivatives that are crucial for gradient-descent based ML [6, 24]. And Relay builds a computational graph both for automatic differentiation and for mapping to heterogeneous hardware [18]. In contrast to these papers, our paper identifies strings attached as a common problem, and demonstrates solutions to this problem for Keras and PyStan.

Compared to PyStan [8] or PyCmdStan [16], which read Stan code from a file or from multi-line Python strings, Yaps is more deeply embedded. Compared to PyMC3 [21], Edward [23], or Pyro [3], Yaps is more watertight. While all of these efforts work in pure Python without any separate preprocessor, unlike Yaps, they do not track local variable names, do not cleanly isolate the embedded language, and their verbose syntax differs from stand-alone PPLs.

## 6 Conclusion

Python-based ML frameworks are very successful, but most frameworks popular today share a common flaw. They depend heavily on strings for naming things in the source code. This paper advocates using name reflection instead to keep variable names attached. We demonstrate that name reflection can be retrofitted on an existing ML framework with modest effort. We also show an extensive case study of designing a new ML framework that embeds Stan in Python with no strings attached. Our vision is that in the future, Python-based ML frameworks will be free of strings, making it easier to write, read, and maintain code in them.
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